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Workday Sees Growth in Q3
In its third �scal quarter that ended October 31, 2022, Workday Financial
Management continued to gain traction with new and newly deployed customers...

Nov. 29, 2022

Workday, a provider of enterprise cloud applications for �nance and human
resources, has announced continued momentum with Workday Financial
Management customers, as organizations worldwide use Workday to help drive
digital �nance transformation strategies. Workday Financial Management enables
customers to modernize their accounting and �nance operations in the cloud,
providing �nance teams the insights needed to help drive their organizations
forward.

In its third �scal quarter that ended October 31, 2022, Workday Financial
Management continued to gain traction with new and newly deployed customers
including Arch Capital Group; Bank of Queensland Limited; Cincinnati Children’s
Hospital Medical Center; City of Baltimore; EZCORP, Inc.; REED Global; and Thomas
Jefferson University.

“Organizations continue to prioritize �nance transformation in the cloud, with a
focus on AI/ML-enabled systems like Workday that help automate and streamline
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critical �nance processes,” said Terrance Wampler, group general manager, oCFO
products. “More than 70% of our Workday Financial Management customers are
live, helping these organizations gain true enterprise insight, achieve greater agility,
and empower the next generation of �nance.”
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